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With an experienced eye for quality, Klaudeen Hansen has once again selected a collection of

winning quilts for the Quilt Art 2014 Engagement Calendar. The gallery of 54 quilts, each facing a

full page for the days of a week, is a great place to record appointments, activities, memories, or

thoughts for the day. The spiral binding allows the calendar to lie flat for easy access to both your

notations and the beauty of each quilt. The engagement calendar is a great way to 'collect' the best

work of today's talented and creative quiltmakers.
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I am disappointed that Sunday is not listed as the first day of the week. I would like to see more

traditional and folk art quilts. The overwhelming pictures are of art and contemporary quilts. I may

look for another book next year because this has been a trend in this engagement book for the last

few years.

Klaudeen Hansen's Quilt Art 2014 Engagement Calendar is as wonderful as all previous years.

What more can you ask for than a photo of a beautiful quilt for every week of the year across from a

weekly calendar. Beautifully photographed quilts and a large space to write in for each day of the

year. Spiral bound so it lays flat. And, by the way, my quilt is the first week of November! Thanks,

Klaudeen!

My wife is an avid quilter and I have purchased these Engagement Calendars for her each year



since I first found them five or six years ago. She says they "inspire" her. Even though I don't quilt

(my brother is a professional long-arm quilter) I like quilts and these engagement calendars have an

abundance of beautiful quilts pictured in them.

It is difficult to find spiral engagement calendars (that start on Monday). I have kept mine over the

years and this one is similar in size so will fit nicely on a shelf. I like spiral calendars because they

lie flat. The quilts are lovely.

I've used these calendars for years! They give me just enough space to make notes for each day

(set up by the week) and, each week I get to examine beautiful, creative quilts made by quilters from

all over the country. There's a new quilt each time I turn the page. Will be buying them every year!

What a beautiful way to keep up with appointments.

As a quilter, I love the inspiration I get every week just turning the page. This keeps me on

schedule, too; but I use it mostly for inspiration. I probably own all of them since they first started

printing!!

I've used these calendars for many years and like them very much. It is always fun to see and read

about the new quilt coming up every week. Very inspirational. What I like best about the calendar

however is the space to journal what I do every day.

I would be lost without this calendar. A week at a glance and room to write daily schedule. Easy to

carry it necessary and I love the pictures. Wish I could produce quilts like the ones in this book.
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